**Finding America**

Call Me When You Find America: Rock, Roll and Wisecracks, $1.50  
By Paul Schudde

This is the fourth volume of a hoped-for paperback reprint of the best daily comic strip that appears anywhere today. The new material here, but unless you clip the strip every day and save it, this format will be your only chance to see it again and again. Trudie's being commented and invincible now.

Indeed, there may be some strips in this book or the next that never appeared in your hometown papers. The Trudeaus were excluded from the Boston Globe and the Washington Post last summer, because they were considered to contain remarks prejudicial to the future trials of Watergate defendants.

The Post even went so far as to issue a rather pompous statement about not being able to have one standard of fairness for the editorial page and another for a comics page. This may well have been the first administration ever to write a letter to a newspaper that believes that its audience treats both pages with equal respect.

Pretty heavy stuff for two comic strips. One concluded "GUILTY, Krutcher said about John Mitchell, and the other went something like, "What on the tapes might a Senate White House and prominent government out of his way so he could get on with running the world properly."

In this country at least, judging from the contents of The Watergate Hearings, you can be sure that the government is doing the best it can.

Corporate corruption

A leisure time activity

**The Sovereign State of ITT**

By Anthony Sampson

In a world where a habit is like the Financial Profile of MIT. At the time that book was published, the ITT story could, for the first time, "go on about statistics about MIT."

Well, now even one can go on the details of ITT, not at mere statistics, but in a ponderous tome of over 900 pages, written into engaging prose by a British journalist.

The whole sordid story of ITT in modern times, from the attempted merger with ABC and the successful merger with Hartford Insurance (and the associated bribes to the Nixon administration) to the coup in Chile (and the associated attempted wiretapping of the DNC headquarters) is outlined in interesting detail by Sampson. The whole sordid story of ITT in modern times, from the attempted merger with ABC and the successful merger with Hartford Insurance (and the associated bribes to the Nixon administration) to the coup in Chile (and the associated attempted wiretapping of the DNC headquarters) is outlined in interesting detail by Sampson.

Moreover, the ITT story is a classic case study in corporate fraud, showing how the ITT has been held responsible for the downfall of the Watergate committee.

In this country at least, judging from the contents of The Watergate Hearings, you can be sure that the government is doing the best it can.

Only once in recent years has ITT been thwarted, and that was in the case of its attempted merger with ABC. That's it. It's the same ITT. In spite of an admission by the Federal Communications Commission, the ITT story is a classic case study in corporate fraud, showing how the ITT has been held responsible for the downfall of the Watergate committee.
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